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 THE GREGORIAN ANTIPHONARY OF SILOS AND

 THE SPANISH MELODY OF THE LAMENTATIONS

 R. P. CASIANO ROJO, O.S.B.

 THE practical difficulty brought about in Spain in the eleventh

 and twelfth centuries by the substitution of the Roman for the

 Mozarabic liturgy was great and embarrassing; for, as it was neces-

 sary to shelve the manuscripts of the Spanish rite, the churches

 found themselves without the indispensable instruments for celebrat-

 ing the various sacraments and offices of the new use. It is clear that

 the change was not brought about in a day, nor made simultaneously
 in all parts of Spain; for it could be accomplished only by the ac-

 quisition of new books, and this was difficult because of the com-

 parative scarcity of manuscripts and the time and expense involved

 in the transcription of copies. Some churches acquired foreign texts;

 others had copies made with a rapidity remarkable for that time.

 In general these copies reproduced the script and musical notation

 of the original manuscript, but there were a few exceptions to the

 rule. The monks of Silos, although they adopted the Romano-

 Monastic rite, continued to use Visigothic script and notation for a

 time, as is proved by two eleventh-century Breviaries, now preserved

 in the British Museum, in which the whole of the Divine Office ac-

 cording to the new use is written in the old manner.2 In certain Cata-

 lan manuscripts, among them an eleventh-century antiphonary now

 preserved in the ex-Colegiata of San Feliu in Gerona, although

 French minuscule is used for the text, the musical notation still

 conserves certain Visigothic elements.3 All the other manuscripts

 I Translated from Spanish by Walter Muir Whitehill, Jr.

 2 B. M. Add. 30848, Breuiarium de toto (anni) circulo and Add. 30850, Breuiarium seu
 Anti phonale Silense. Add. 30850 contains the office of Santo Domingo de Silos, added in an

 appendix a few years after his death in 1073.

 I Cf. reproduction in Miguel Rue y Rubio, Canto Gregoriano. Cooperaci6n d la Edici6n

 Vaticana de Libros de Canto Liturgico (Gerona, 1905), pp. 70, 71.
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 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos 307

 of the period that I have seen are written in French minuscule with

 the Aquitanian notation that originated in the south of France and

 spread to Spain, where it soon took the place of the older Visigothic
 notation.

 Ordinarily the new copies reproduced the text of the original, with

 the omission of feasts not celebrated in Spain, but without the ad-

 dition of proper offices for Spanish saints. The reason is obvious:

 it was not an auspicious period for the composition of new offices and

 the new Roman rite was not easily accepted by the people. For

 Spanish feasts the Commune Sanctorum was used, with lessons read
 from the Passiones that had been used up to that time. In the ad-

 ministration of the sacraments and in other rites the Mozarabic

 tradition persisted with more or less stubbornness, as is witnessed by

 the presence of various older prayers and ceremonies in the manu-

 scripts of that period.1

 In the Liber Ordinum from San Millan de la Cogolla 2 the Visi-

 gothic notation of nearly the whole of the Agenda mortuorum, the

 burial office, has been erased and Aquitaniam neums substituted.

 There are two possible explanations for the change: either that a

 Cluniac cantor, obliged to use the manuscript when the Mozarabic

 liturgy was still current, wished to read the music in a notation bet-

 ter known to him; or that the Mozarabic office for the burial of the

 dead was used for some time after the general suppression of the

 liturgy, so that it was necessary to replace the Visigothic neums by

 the then general Aquitanian notation. The first hypothesis seems

 hardly probable; for a similar substitution is found neither in the

 other pages of the Liber Ordinum nor in any of the other manuscripts
 from San Millan. The second seems more likely, for the Roman

 musical formula 'saeculorum. Amen' has been added at the end of

 the antiphons, which would be inexplicable had the change been

 made before the suppression of the Mozarabic liturgy.

 I Even today in Toledo the burial office differs considerably from the Roman use.
 2 Madrid, Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la Historia, MS. 56.
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 308 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos

 CONTENTS AND ORIGIN OF THE SILOS MANUSCRIPT

 The Silos Antiphonary I is a manuscript of 396 leaves, measuring
 268 x 197 mm., written in double columns of about 34 lines each

 averaging 175 x 50 mm. It is composed of fifty gatherings of eight

 leaves each, with the exception of the forty fourth which is of four

 leaves.

 The scheme of the gatherings is as follows: I 8 (i-Viii); II 8 (iX-XVi);

 III 8 (XVii-XXiV); IV 8 (XXV-XXXii); V 8 (xxXiii-xl); VI 8 (xli-xlviii); VII 8

 (xlix-lvi); VIII 8 (lvii-lXiv); IX 8 (lXv-lxxii); X 8 (lXxiii-lxxX); XI 8

 (lxXXi-lXxxviii); XII 8 (lxXix-xcvi); XIII 8 (XCVii-CiV); XIV 8 (CV-

 CXii); XV 8 (CXiii-CXX); XVI 8 (CXXi-CXXViii); XVII 8 (CXXiX CXXX CXXXi

 [CXXXii] J [CXXXiii] CXXXiV CXXXV CXXXVi); XVIII 8 (cXxxvii-cXliv); XIX 8
 (i-Viii); XX 8 (iX-XVi); XXI 8 (XVii-XXiV); XXII 8 (XXV_XXXii); XXIII 8

 (xxxiii-xl); XXIV 8 (xli-xlviii); XXV 8 (xlix-lvi); [XXVI 8 (lvii-lXiv)];
 XXVII 8 (lXv-lXxii); XXVIII 8 (lXxiii-lxxX); XXIX 8 (lxXXi-lXxxviii);

 xxx 8 (lxXXix-xcVi); XXXI 8 (XCVii-CiV); XXXII 8 (CV-CXii); XXXIII 8

 (CXiii-CXX); XXXIV 8 (CXXi-CXXViii); XXXV 8 (CXXiX-CXXXVi); XXXVI 8

 (cXxxvii-cXliv); XXXVII 8 (cXlv-clii); XXXVIII 8 (cliii-clx); XXXIX 8

 (clXi-clxviii); XL8 (clXix-clXxvi); XLI 8 (clXxvii-clxXXiv); XLII 8 (clXxxv-

 CXCii); XLIII 8 (CXCiii-CC); XLIV 8 (CCi-CCViii); XLV 8 (CCiX-CCXVi);

 XLVI 4 (217-220); XLVII 8 (221-228); XLVIII 8 (229-236); XLIX 8

 (237-244); L 8 (245- 252); LI 8 (253-9260); LII 3 (261-9262, 263 bound
 in on stubs).

 The manuscript appears to have been bound originally in two

 volumes, as there is an accurate foliation in red Roman numerals,

 contemporary with the manuscript and in two series. Gatherings
 I - XVIII are numbered from i to cxliv; gatherings XIX - XLV are

 in a separate series from i to ccxvi, while gatherings XLVI - LII are
 unnumbered. A few leaves are wanting at the end.2

 The manuscript contains the following books - in an earlier

 period written separately - necessary for the recitation of a com-

 plete office: the Antiphonarium, composed of the antiphons and re-

 sponses; the Lectionarium, with the selections from the Bible and

 I MS. 9 in the Archives of Santo Domingo de Silos.
 2 There is no modern foliation, and accordingly, to distinguish the two series of numbers,

 those of the second foliation will be referred to in the following manner: fol. xxiv?.
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 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos 309

 other books that are read as lessons; the Psalterium containing the

 necessary Psalms and Canticles; and, at the end, the Ilymnarium.

 The months of March and April of the Proprium Sanctorum I and

 the end of the Hymnarium are wanting.

 There is no colophon or subscription that gives the precise date

 and place of composition, but the script seems to be of the end of the

 twelfth or the beginning of the thirteenth century.2 The manu-

 script is written in a superbly regular French minuscule that gives
 almost the effect of a printed page: it seems likely that it was copied

 directly from a French original, in so much as the punctuation and

 the abbreviations are entirely French and show no influence of

 Visigothic usage. This is confirmed by the presence in the text of a

 number of homilies ascribed to Dom Herico or Heyricus, a ninth

 century monk of St Germain d' Auxerre,3 and the offices of French

 saints such as St Radegonde and St Brice, Bishop of Tours.

 The manuscript is of Spanish origin, or at least written for use in

 Spain, as may be seen from an examination of the Calendar, which

 contains two feasts for St James the Great, that of July 25, cele-

 brated with an octave, and the Translation, observed on December
 30. The Proprium Sanctorum contains a great number of Spanish

 saints, many of whom were not honored in other countries, such as

 SS. Fructuoso, Augurio, and Eulogio, St Ildefonso of Toledo, St
 Eulalia de Barcelona, St Leandro, St Rosendo, St Prudencio, St

 Torcuato and companions, St Pelagio, St Zoilo, St Marina, St Justa

 and St Rufina, St Cucufato, SS. Verisimo, Maxima, and Julia, SS.

 Vincente, Sabina, and Cristeta, SS. Lupercio, Claudio, and Victorino,

 St Millan, SS. Acisclo and Victoria, SS. Facundo and Primitivo, St

 Leocadia, St Eulalia de Merida, the Commemoratio Sanctae Mariae

 of December 18, and the translation of St Isidore. The sung portions
 of these offices are, in general, taken from the Common of Saints,

 1 Contained in the missing gathering, foll. lvii4-lxiv0.
 2 The manuscript cannot be anterior to 1170, as it contains a commemoration of the

 translation of S. Rosendo, which took place in that year. Cf. Antonio de Yepes, Coronica
 General de la Orden de San Benito (Valladolid, 1615), fol. 14.

 3 This Heyricus wrote some 64 homilies, the introduction to which is published in t}e
 Patrologia Latina, cxxiv, 1129-1132. He was later honored as a saint, but in the manu-
 script he is referred to only as Dom.
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 310 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos

 but the manuscript contains two new antiphons in honor of St

 James in which he is invoked with the title of patrone singularis.

 The lessons and homilies are taken from the Passiones that were

 read in Spanish churches during the Mozarabic period.'

 The offices are arranged according to the monastic use, but there

 is no indication that the manuscript was originally intended for use

 at Silos. It is true that an office is provided for St Sebastian, patron

 of the Silos church, but it is joined to the commemoration of St

 Fabian, as is the universal custom: there is no mention of Santo

 Domingo de Silos, the patron of the monastery, for whom an office

 is always provided in Silos manuscripts.2 On the contrary, there are

 strong arguments for the monastery of San Salvador de Celanova in

 Galicia. The first of these is that the manuscript contains a proper

 office for the feast of the Transfiguration, the patronal feast of

 Celanova. This observance, which is of eastern origin, did not be-

 come general in the western church until 1456, and, although it was

 celebrated from the twelfth century on in monasteries dependent on

 Cluny, from which it might have spread to an independent house
 like Celanova, it seems that the importance given to it in this manu-

 script, where an octave is provided with a great number of pices for

 the days infra octauam, must be the result of a local observance.

 The second argument in favour of Celanova is the presence not only

 of the feast of St Rosendo, the founder and patron of the monastery,

 but also an office commemorating his translation, an observance

 clearly of local origin which, according to Yepes 3 was celebrated in

 Celanova. Finally this attribution explains the presence of an of-

 fice for St Giraldo, a native of southern France, at one time Precentor

 of Toledo, who later became Archbishop of Braga, the ecclesiastical

 province to which Celanova belonged.

 Musically the manuscript is of considerable importance. It was

 one of the principal sources consulted by Dom Pothier in preparing

 1 The authors of some of these lessons are known; that of St Ildefonso was composed by
 Cixila, an eighth-century Archbishop of Toledo, and that of St Pelayo is the work of a Galician

 priest, Raguel.

 2 Cf. Brit. Mus., Add. 30850, foll. 219-F21, which is of the eleventh century.

 3 Antonio de Yepes, Coronica General de la Orden de San Benito, v, fol. 15.
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 the 1891 edition of the Solesmes Antiphonary,l that has more recently
 become the basis of the present official Vatican edition. The nota-
 tion is of the Aquitanian superposed point system, written with a
 single red line, but with the diastematic intervals so carefully cal-
 culated that it can be read with the same rapidity as a modern
 musical text with a complete staff. The Gregorian tradition repre-
 sented is good and lawful, although like all the manuscripts of this

 period there is a certain tendency toward the embellishment and
 elaboration of the melody and the notes.

 Among the music which it contains are several unpublished pieces,
 worthy of being better known; not the least interesting of these are
 two antiphons in honor of the patron of Spain, St James, which
 probably date from the suppression of the Mozarabic liturgy. It is

 unfortunate that they have not been included in the office of St
 James that is at present in use.

 IN NATALE S. IACOBI
 I. VESP. AD) MAGNIFICAT. (1).

 t. 6 _ ' a

 0 be- a- te Ia- co- be, omM -

 um cor - de, o - re, uo ce can - tan - de:

 Pa- tro- ne sin- gua- I- ris, a- ma-

 C 4 a

 bi- lis, in- ter- ce- de pro no- bis

 ad Do - mi - num.

 1 Liber Antiphonarius pro diurnis horis juxta ritum monasticum kalendario Ordinis Sancti
 Benedicti accomodatus (Solesmes: Imprimerie Saint-Pierre, 1891).
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 31 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos

 II. VESP. AD MAGNIFICAT (2).

 t. 4. 1

 F) rb * O J
 San - cte Ia co'- be, inter - ce-

 * e' - a * 1*,- X

 de pro no - bis, ut con -sor - tes glo6- ri - ae

 San- cto- rum te- cum ef- fi - ci me-

 re- a- mur.

 (1) cf. fol. XCVIV.* (2) fol. XCVIIv.*

 THE LAMENTATIONS

 The manuscript contains four special tones for the Lamentations
 of Holy Week and one for the Oratio Ieremiae, which I have already
 published with three of the tones of the Lamentations; 1 the fourth
 is unpublished, and appears for the first time at the end of this
 article. For convenience of reference the beginning of the three
 other tones and the Oratio are also given at the end.

 Various Spanish manuscripts anterior and posterior to the Silos
 Antiphonary contain similar melodies of the Lamentations. Only the
 first and simplest formula - from which the other three and many
 other melodies of unequal value found in Spanish manuscripts
 developed - is found in the earliest manuscripts. The Visigothic
 Bible of San Pedro de Cardefia,2 dating from the tenth or eleventh
 century, which is now preserved in the Universidad Pontificia in

 1 Cantus Lamentationum apud Hispanos usurpatus quem ex codice Silensi saeculo XIII
 conscripto nunc primum iuris publicefecit (Bilbao, 1917). Copies may still be had from " Orfeo
 Tracio" (n. d.), G(nova, 19, Madrid.

 2 Cf. A. Andr6s, Boletin de la Real Academia de la Historia L2x (1912), 101-146.
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 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos 313

 Burgos, contains in foll. 236 and 237 with the first two chapters

 of the Lamentations of Jeremiah a simple melody in Mozarabic

 neums that, to all appearances, is that of the first melody of the

 Silos manuscript. This is also found in a Lectionary, now preserved

 in the collection of D. Narciso Sambola in Gerona, written in the

 eleventh-century with the superposed point notation.1 A thirteenth-

 century Antiphonary in the Archives of the Cathedral of Huesca

 contains two tones, still simple although slightly more elaborate than

 those of the Cardefia and Gerona manuscripts: one, appointed for

 Maundy Thursday, is similar to No. i, without the formula of the

 third phrase; the other, used for the Lamentations of Holy Saturday

 and for the Oratio Ieremiae, is similar to No. iii, but in both the
 cadences are shorter and a little monotonous.

 In the Archives of the Cathedral of Toledo there is a fourteenth-

 century Breviary 2 that contains the tones of the Lamentations.

 The first (Maundy Thursday) resembles No. ii, but with the order

 of the first and second cadences interchanged: the final phrase is

 entirely different, and resembles the melody of the Exultet found in

 many Spanish missals. The first and second tones of Maundy

 Thursday somewhat resemble No. i in the general theme, but are

 quite different in the greater part of the cadences. The other tones

 of this manuscript have no resemblance to the Silos manuscript, nor
 are they found in older documents: their character is that of a much

 more modern period.

 Since the sixteenth century all the Spanish cathedrals and col-

 legiate churches have possessed beautiful, and sometimes richly
 decorated, Pasionarios I that contained various tones for the Lam-

 entations, the greater part of which reproduced more or less faith-

 fully those of the previously mentioned Toledo manuscript: however,
 nearly all of these added some new tones, some of which, being little

 more than old formulas put to new uses, are of slight interest, while

 others are actually new and of greater importance.

 I Three columns of this manuscript are reproduced by Rue y Rubi6, op. cit., pp. 66, 67
 2 MS. 35.9.

 3 So called because, among the other things, the account of the Passion according to the

 four Gospels occupied the principal place.
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 314 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos

 A fifteenth-century Troper, No. 23 of the Cathedral Archives of
 Le6n, written in a heavy superposed point notation with a single
 line, concludes with a series of Lamentations, the richest in variants
 of any that I have seen, though many of them bear little relation to
 the traditional tones and date from the period in which the manu-
 script was written.

 However, none of the other manuscripts containing the Lam-
 entations mentioned in this study can be compared to the Silos
 Antiphonary for the combination of truly classical restraint and all
 the variety possible in this type of music: these melodies possess
 the unity and the natural flowing quality of the best Gregorian com-
 positions. The general tone is one of serenity and resignation.

 ORIGIN OF THE SILOS LAMENTATIONS

 In their general nature and scale these melodies resemble funda-
 mentally many Roman recitatives, such as the oldest melody of the
 Collects (ad libitum, No. I in the Vatican edition),' and those of the
 Prefaces and the Pater Noster: the details in which the Lamentations
 differ from these Roman melodies are all found in the Gregorian
 antiphonary.

 Unfortunately it is impossible to trace a satisfactory relationship
 with authentic Mozarabic melodies, as so few have been deciphered,
 but, notwithstanding, in those that are known some of the motives
 of the Lamentations are found. The first part of the Oratio Ieremiae,
 Recordare Domine quid acciderit nobis is identical, note for note, with
 the beginning of the two antiphons Si ascendero in caelum and
 Manus tua Deus deducet me of the Mozarabic Agenda mortuorum.2

 The Oferencio (Ordo Missae) given by Cisneros to the Mozarabic
 Chapel of Corpus Christi in Toledo Cathedral in the parts relating
 to music is inspired by the same fundamental themes as the Lam-
 entations and the oldest recitatives of the Roman rite, and more

 1 Graduale Sacrosanctae Romanae Ecclesiae de Tempore et de Sanctis (Rome: Tipografia
 Vaticana, 1908), pp. 96*-97.*

 2 Cf. R. P. Casiano Rojo and R. P. German Prado, El Canto Mozdrabe, Estudio hist6rico-
 critico de su Antigiedad y Estado actual (Barcelona: Diputaci6n Provincial, 1929), also R. P.
 Germ'an Prado, "Mozarabic Melodics," SPECULum, in (1928), 236, 237 and iv (1929), 145.
 The theme of Recordare is also found on p. 230 applied to the text Per gloriam nominis tui.
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 particularly contains many of the formulas and cadences of the tones
 that we are studying. The prayer Per gloriam nominis tui that was
 solemnly sung by the celebrant on feast days at the beginning of the
 Mozarabic mass follows the same melodic lines as No. ii, but differs
 from it in the final cadence and includes various formulas of No. iII
 and No. iv. However, we are not standing on particularly firm
 ground with the books of Cisneros, for the Mozarabic origin of all
 their contents is doubtful. When he undertook his liturgical resto-
 ration at the beginning of the sixteenth century the Mozarabic
 tradition was already completely lost. The two great Cantorales of
 the Chapel of Corpus Christi probably contain few authentic Moz-
 arabic melodies: the Laudes contain some, but in a sufficiently
 adulterated form. It is, in consequence, difficult to determine the
 exact value of the Oferencio, especially as we have no manuscript
 containing the Common melodies of the Mozarabic rite. It may be
 that, in spite of the decadence of the rite in the years that preceded
 the restoration of Cisneros, some memory of these melodies or some
 document, now lost, was preserved,1 by means of which the Oferencio
 may contain, in substance at least, some of the tones used in the best
 period of Mozarabic music: on the other hand, it is equally possible
 that, wanting authentic Mozarabic melodies, Cisneros adapted
 various chants of the Hispano-Roman rite then in use for his new
 books. In any event, before his time, we find in the books of this
 Hispano-Roman rite some of the melodies which he included in
 his Mozarabic revision, for the tone of the Per gloriam nominis tui
 is exactly the same as that of the Holy Saturday Praeconium
 Paschale which is found in Spanish missals and Pasionarios both be-
 fore and after Cisneros.

 Nevertheless, in spite of this deficiency of authentic Mozarabic
 melodies for comparison, the question of the origin of these tones is
 capable of solution, for the melodies, at least in part, are found in
 various non-Spanish manuscripts. In reality these formulas, at
 least in their fundamental motives, form part of the common prop-
 erty of all the western liturgies. In other countries, if these tones

 1 The preservation of the melodies of the Agenda mortuorum in the San Millan Liber
 Ordinum makes such a notion seem possible.
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 were applied to the Lamentations at any early date, they were

 abandoned in favour of that which has recently been adopted in the

 Vatican edition I for use in the universal church, which is said to be

 the same tone used by the Jews in their synagogues. In Spain, to

 the contrary, they have been used to the almost complete exclusion

 of the other, and are not only found in the Gregorian manuscripts

 but are reproduced in modern books as well.

 The following illustrations give the beginning and the end of the

 melodies as found in the Silos manuscript with the defects found in

 the original. The first defect is that quite without necessity the

 notes of the melody are frequently doubled in the vocalizations and

 in the syllabic parts.2 The second defect is the use of the liquescent

 note in circumstances in which it has neither reason nor effect. The

 copyist of the manuscript seems to have regarded the liquescent as a

 device for tying together, an ascending note, by means of which in the

 syllabic chants the voice passes from one note to the following, giv-

 ing a sort of anticipation of the following note before actually reach-

 ing it. This is not the function of the liquescent, which is properly

 employed only with two consecutive consonants or two vowels

 forming a dipthong, when, to pronounce the second properly, it is

 necessary to pass to the note of the syllable following: by this means

 sonority and clear articulation are lost, but the time value is pre-
 servedA3 The copyist has used the small note that expresses the
 liquescent in places in which it is unnecessary, as there are neither

 two consonants nor dipthongs. In No. iv, with the word candidiores

 the liquescent is well placed; in rubicundiores and denigrata and in
 the lerusalem of the other pieces it has no object.

 The reader will note that in the word manuum, toward the end of

 No. iII, the notes are arranged as if it were a word of two syllables

 only, ma-num. This procedure is correct, and was used in all

 1 Officium Maioris Hebdomadae et Octauae Paschae a Dominicis in Palmis usque ad Sab-
 batum in Albis cum cantu. Editio Typica Vaticana (Rome: Tipografia Poliglotta Vaticana,

 1922), pp. 283-289, 366-372, 437-443.

 2 Cf. the formula that accompanies the letter Jod in No. ii and the final words of each

 strophe: cf. also the words ingressus, praecepetas, lerusalem. In the other melodies there are

 unnecessary notes that hinder the presentation of the text.

 I For a more complete explanation of this vocal effect see my Met6do de Canto Gregoriano

 (Santo Domingo de Silos, 1906), pp. 66, 67.
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 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos 317

 manuscripts. When a vowel is repeated, and the first accompanies a

 group of notes, the second repeated vowel is not pronounced sep-

 arately, but is considered to have been dealt with sufficiently in the

 vocalization of the first.

 CANTUS LAMENTATIONUM
 CANTUS I

 Feria v. in Caena Dommi. (1) ~~~~ =
 t. 29 = = >, _;

 A

 A- leph. Quo- mo- do se- det

 so- la cl- ui- tas ple- na p6 - pu lo:

 _ e ~ ~~~~~~ A * A

 fa- cta est qua- si -ul- du - a do- mi

 na (e- nti- um: prin- ceps pro- uin- ci-

 a- rum fa- cta est sub tri- bu- to.

 a. -

 le- rtu - sa- lem, le- ru- sa- lem, conuer-

 te- re ad Do- mi num De- um tu- um.

 (1) ef. fol. LXIIIr and v.
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 CANTUS II
 Feria vi. in Parasceue. (1).

 t. 2. ? ,:N !*^ II al^
 a7

 Iod. Ma - num su - am mi -

 b ^ . ** * * * 4 h N * *

 sit ho - stis ad 6- mni - a de - si - dc -

 S * a N I* ,

 ra - bf - Ii- a e - ius: qui - a ui - dit _ C * a ^ a a a a a 4/

 Ge- ntes in- grs- sas San- ctu- a- ri- um

 su- um, de qui- bus prae- ce- pe- ras ne

 in- tra- rent in ec- cI- si- am tu- am.

 Al J

 w ~ 1 a * a
 le- rfi- sa- lem, Ie- rui- sa- lem,

 a * * * p W

 con- uer- te- re ad Domi- num De- un tu-

 um.

 (1) cf. fol. LXVv.
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 CANTUS III
 Sabbato Sancto. (1).

 A- leph Quo- mo- do ob-

 scu- ra- tum est au- rum, mu- tA- tus

 a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 est co - lor 6- pti - mus, dis - per- si

 sunt Ia- pi- des sanctu- a- ri- i in

 v~~~~~~~~~~~

 ca- pi- te 6mni- um pla- te- a- rum. _~~~~~~~~ A
 Fi- li- i Si- on in- ely- ti, et a-

 J ~ ~ . S BA IIw A 9 ~~~AA
 a

 ml- cti au- ro pri- mo: Quo- mo- do

 re- pu- ta- ti sunt in ua- sa tea- ste- a,

 0- pus ma- nuum fi- gu- Hi. Ie- rd-

 sa- lem, le- riu- sa- lem, conuer- te- re ad

 1Do- mii- num De- um tu- un.

 (1) cf. fol. LXVIT.
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 320 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos

 li- gnum Teth. Me- li- us

 fu- it oc- ci- sis gla- di- o quam in-

 ter- fe- ctis fa- me: quo- ni- am is-

 ti ex - ta- bu - e - runt con - sumpti a ste -

 ri - li - ta'- te ter - rae. e - ru -sa-

 lem, le - ru - sa - lem, con - uer -te - re ad

 V.

 Do- mi- num De- um tu- um.

 AN UNPIUBLISHED MELODY OF THE LAMENTATIONS

 In the Silos manuscript in the office for Holy Saturday, after the

 Oratio Ieremiae and with no other title than Alia,' is a lesson, the

 text of which is not found in the modern Breviary, apparently in-

 tended to be used ad libitum as the third lesson of the first nocturn

 in place of the Oratio Ieremiae. It is taken from the fourth chapter

 of the Lamentations, and is composed of the verses that follow those

 of the second lesson of this nocturn.
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 ALIUS CANTUS LAMENTATIONIS
 SABBATO SANCTO. (1).

 t . l. J]* a a 0 . .

 Za- in. Can-di- di- o- res

 a * 0 0 0 :-Of

 Na- za- rae- i e- ius ni- ue, ni- ti- di-

 6 res la - cte, ru - bi-cun-di- o6-res 0 0 S *N ~I a rL
 e- bo - re an - ti - quo, sa -phi - ro

 pul -chri - 6- res. Heth. De -

 ni- gra- ta est fa- ci- es e- o- rum su-

 per car- b6- nes, et non sunt cog- ni -ti

 in pla- t6- is: ad- ha"- sit cu-

 tis e- 6- rum 6s- si- bus: a-

 ru- it, et fa, ca est qua- si

 (1) cf. fol. LVIIv.
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 322 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos

 The melody in no way resembles the preceding tones, neither is it

 similar to anything in the Mozarabic or Gregorian repertories. Its
 closest relationship seems to be with the following antiphon for Sab-

 bato in Parasceve in the Ambrosian Antiphonary.2 The fact that

 both pieces are destined for use in Mattins of the same day, the one

 as a lesson, the other as an antiphon, is a coincidence worth noting.

 SABBATO IN PARASCEVE

 AD MATUTINUM. ANT. (1)

 t. 1.

 PO- su- i ue- sti- rnen- tum me- um

 * __
 _

 ci- li- ci- um, et fa- ctus sum il- ls

 . S
 S @

 in pa - r!a - bo - lam.. . A-d-uer- sum me

 ex- er- ce- ba'n- tur qui se- de- bant

 b zS~~~d I * '0^

 in por- ta, et in me psal- le- bant

 a S S I j

 p-

 ro o- ra- ti- o- nem me- am ad

 te, Do- mi - ne.

 (1) cf. PaoUographie musicale, VI, 302.
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 The Gregorian Antiphonary of Silos 323

 The melody is in the first mode, and is of an expansive character

 that is in sharp contrast to the other tones in the manuscript: it ap-
 pears to have been inspired by the first strophe of the text, Candi-

 diores Nazaraei eius niue, nitidiores lacte, rubicundiores ebore anttiquo,
 saphiro pulchriores. It is probably of the period of the manuscript,

 although it may possibly be a little older: the use of the first mode

 scale with the constant introduction of si-natural, and the elaborate

 vocalizations at the ends of the strophes are characteristic of this
 period. Although this text is not contained in the present day

 Breviary, the melody could easily be applied to the second lesson of
 Holy Saturday, Quomodo obscuratum est aurum, as the strophes of

 both texts are of similar character.

 1 F. Ivii".
 2 British Museum, Add. 34209, reproduced in facsimile in Paleographie Musicale (Soles-

 mes, 1), v, 253, 254. Cf. the text, vi, 302.

 REAL ABADiA DE SANTO DOMINGO DE SILOS,
 BURGOS, SPAIN
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 CANTUS IV

 Sabbato Sancto. (1).

 t, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 O- r6i. ti. o le - re - mn ae Prophe-

 tae. Re- cor- da- re, D-o mi- ne, quid ac- ci

 s ~ a *~~~~~ ?~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ^- J
 de - rit no - bis: in - tu - e- re, et

 re- spi ce op- pr6- bri- um no- strum.

 He- re- di- tas no- stra uer- sa est

 ad a- Ii- e- nos: do- mus no- strae

 ad ex- tra- ne- os. Ie- ru- sa- lem,

 4 I& a - AI

 . . ~ It

 Ie - rG - sa - lem, con -uer - te - re ad

 D6 - mi - nurm De - um tu - um.

 (1) cf. fol. LVIIr and v.
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